1979 camaro center console
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international shipping options and costs. In it became standard equipment. The - console is a
hard plastic, multi-piece unit with integrated seatbelt holders. It was available only in black. It is
retained to the transmission tunnel via 3 unique stamped steel brackets. When a car was
ordered with an automatic transmission and no console - the shifter will be on the steering
column. This is one way to figure out if your car came with a console or not. The other way to
tell is there will be threaded inserts for the console brackets installed in the floor. The console
shell is the same regardless of which transmission was be used. The and newer console is a 1
piece ABS plastic unit covered in vinyl. A manual transmission console differs from an
automatic transmission console. The manual transmission console has the shifter hole forward
on the console whereas the automatic transmission has the shifter opening closer to the
storage bin. The console was color-keyed to the interior color. The console is supported in the
back under the arm-rest storage bin by a pair of brackets spot welded to the floor. If a customer
requested power windows, the console was required because the power window switch was
mounted in the console. Click here to see a closeup of the reshaped console. If you put your
mind to it - you can install early consoles in newer cars, and newer consoles in older cars - if
you include the bracketry and the correct shifter. A rear console was only available in the
Firebird. Occasionally, you'll see these in Camaros. Console Parts - Exploded Diagrams - 72
Console - 81 Console Console Tech Removing the shifter handle On an automatic car - 81, there
is a button on the top of the shifter. This is a slip fit onto the shifter stalk. Place a small screw
driver under a slot in the button and the shift knob and lever the button off. Now, the shift knob
is retained onto the stalk with a snap ring. You need a pair of snap ring pliers to remove this. Or,
the lowbuck approach, a pair of needle nose pliers and a small screw driver will remove the
ring. Once the ring is off, the shift knob can be removed. Removing the console. Remove the
shift knob as mentioned above. Remove the shift cover plate using allen keys. With the lid open,
you can remove the box. Removing the console box exposes the screws that secure the
console to the floor console brackets. Remove these bolts. The console is supposed to have 2
tabs up front that secure the front of the console to the dashboard support bracket. Set the
parking brake, shift the car into neutral, or drive, to get the shifter pointed straight up. Now, you
can remove the console. Console Arm rest latch button. The second-generation Chevrolet
Camaro is an American pony car that was produced by Chevrolet from through the model years.
It was introduced in the spring of It was longer, lower, and wider than the first generation
Camaro. A convertible body-type was no longer available. Dubbed "Super Hugger", [1] the
second-generation Camaro was an all-new car with its basic mechanical layout familiar and
engineered much like its predecessor with a unibody structure utilizing a front subframe, A-arm
and coil spring front suspension, and rear leaf springs. The chassis and suspension of the
second generation were refined in both performance and comfort; base models offered
significant advances in sound-proofing, ride isolation, and road-holding. Extensive experience
Chevrolet engineers had gained racing the first-generation led directly to advances in
second-generation Camaro steering, braking, and balance. Major styling changes were made in
and ; was the final model year for the second-generation Camaro. The new body style featured a
fastback roofline and ventless full-door glass with no rear side quarter windows. Doors were
wider to permit easier access to the rear seat, and new pull-up handles replaced the old
handles, for which the lower button had to be pushed in to open the door. The roof was a new
double-shell unit for improved rollover protection and noise reduction. The rear was highlighted
by four round taillights similar to the Corvette. A convertible was not offered, making this the
only Camaro generation not to offer one. The was the first Camaro offered with a rear stabilizer

bar. New Strato bucket seats, unique to models, featured squared-off seatbacks and adjustable
headrests, and the rear seating consisted of two bucket cushions and a bench seat back due to
the higher transmission tunnel. The optional center console, with standard Hurst shifter, [1] was
now integrated into the lower dashboard with small storage area or optional stereo tape player.
The standard interior featured all-vinyl upholstery and a matte black dashboard finish, while an
optional custom interior came with upgraded cloth or vinyl upholstery and woodgrain trim on
dash and console. The model was introduced to the assembly plants in February , halfway
through the model year. The model year vehicles are generally regarded as the most desirable
of the early second-generation Camaros, since the performance of following years was reduced
by the automobile emissions control systems of the period and later the addition of heavy
federally mandated bumpers. The Camaro received only minor appearance changes from its
counterpart. Inside, new high-back Strato bucket seats with built-in headrests replaced the only
low-back seats with adjustable headrests. The biggest changes came under the hood, due to a
GM-corporate mandate all engines be designed to run on lower-octane regular-leaded, low-lead,
or unleaded gasoline, necessitating reductions in compression ratios and horsepower ratings.
The c. Production and sales dropped due to a day corporate-wide strike at GM that coincided
with the introduction of the models in late September , along with a continued declining interest
in the ponycar market fueled by skyrocketing insurance rates for high-performance cars.
Rumors of the possible cancellation of the Camaro after began to surface and were nearly
confirmed a year later when another worker's strike hit the assembly plant at Norwood, Ohio ,
which was the only plant building Camaros and Firebirds. The Camaro suffered two major
setbacks. The UAW strike at a GM assembly plant in Norwood disrupted production for days,
and 1, incomplete Camaros had to be scrapped because they could not meet federal bumper
safety standards. Some at GM seriously considered dropping the Camaro and Firebird
altogether, [7] particularly while the corporation was under pressure to adapt its vast number of
makes and models to difficult new regulations for emissions, safety, and fuel economy. Others
pointed out the fiercely loyal followings the cars enjoyed and were convinced the models
remained viable. The latter group eventually convinced those in favor of dropping the F-cars to
reconsider, and Chevrolet would go on to produce 68, Camaros in Only SS s were produced in ,
and this was the last year for the SS and SS models, as well as the last year the Camaro was
offered with a Big Block from the factory. Horsepower ratings continued to drop, not only due to
lower compression and tighter emissions controls but, beginning with the model year, a switch
from gross on dynamometer to net ratings based on an engine in an actual vehicle with all
accessories installed. The model year incorporated standard impact-absorbing front bumper
system to meet new no-damage standards in 5 miles per hour 8. The Rally Sport option, with its
chrome bumperettes on either side of an impact absorbing urethane grill surround, continued
for one more year due to creative bracing behind the front sheetmetal. A new Type LT model
was offered in , with a quieter and better-appointed interior, full instrumentation, Rally-style
wheels, variable-ratio steering, sport mirrors, and hidden windshield wipers, among other
upgrades. Air conditioning became available as an option with this engine. The Z28 option
could be ordered on both the sport coupe and LT models. When the Z28 and Type LT options
were combined, the usual Z28 badges, stripes, and graphics were deleted. Other changes
included a new console-mounted shifter for automatic transmissions similar to the shifter used
in Pontiac Firebirds replacing the Buick-like horseshoe shifter of previous Camaros, and the
reintroduction of power windows to the option list for the first time since , with the switches
mounted in the console. Recovering from the strike, Camaro sales increased to 96, units [9]
during a record sales year industry-wide. Round taillights were replaced with a rectangular
wraparound design. It was the last year to have a flat rear window, with thick roof pillars. All
later years had slimmer roof pillars and a wraparound rear window for better visibility. This was
the last year of the RPO Z28, which shared the same drive train and engine as in the previous
year , based on the Corvette L82 special high-performance engine the Z28 would re-emerge in
as its own model and no longer a RPO. Camaro sales increased to over , units, of which 13,
were Z28s the highest 2nd-generation Z28 production to this time despite the energy crisis
fueled by the Arab Oil Embargo. Two ponycar competitors were repositioned in the marketplace
this year. Ford downsized the Mustang to an all new Ford Mustang II subcompact based on the
Pinto that was designed for an era of high gas prices and fuel shortages resulting in , units
produced for the model year. For , a catalytic converter was added to the exhaust system of all
US-market GM passenger cars, including the Camaro. The catalytic emission control system
was more efficient at reducing emissions than the previous non-catalytic system, and allowed
engines to be retuned for improved drivability and fuel economy. The Z28 option was
discontinued for despite an increase in sales to over 13, units in Optional engines continued to
reflect the impact of emissions. SAE net power ratings used since were taken from the engine

crankshaft as before, but now all accessories had to be attached and operating, and all
emissions equipment and a full production exhaust system had to be in place. These
power-robbing additions â€” along with stringent new emissions laws and the equipment they
required â€” were instrumental in creating the vastly smaller power figures found in subsequent
cars. The manufacturers themselves also sometimes intentionally underrated engines for a
variety of motives, notably avoiding provoking the insurance companies and federal regulators
into enacting undesirable policies, but also sometimes to prevent lower priced models from
stacking up too well on paper against their own more profitable high-end products. A new
wraparound rear window was introduced for and the Camaro emblem moved from the center of
the grille to above the grillework and the "Camaro" nameplate was deleted from the rear decklid.
Also new block letter "Camaro" nameplates replaced the previous scripts on the front fenders.
Interiors were revised slightly with new seat trim patterns and bird's-eye maple trim replacing
the Meridian grained walnut on the instrument panel of LT models. Announced for this year was
the availability of a leather interior option in the Camaro LT, but never saw the light of day as no
production cars were equipped with real hide seats. Other developments included the
availability of air conditioning with six-cylinder engines and standard radial tires on all models.
Power door locks were a new option for The Rally Sport option returned after a one-year
absence, but amounted to little more than an appearance package. Despite the loss of the Z28,
Camaro sales remained steady for at , units. With the demise of the other pony cars the
previous year, Camaro and Pontiac's Firebird were now the only traditional pony cars left on the
market, giving GM percent penetration of this segment for the first time ever. Also, despite
General Motors' policy against factory-sponsored racing efforts, Camaro began to make a name
for itself on the track on the new International Race of Champions IROC series with many top
drivers winning trophies from behind the wheel of a Camaro year after year until the late s. Only
minor appearance changes highlighted the Camaro, most notably a brushed metal insert in the
rear tail section on the LT model. Power brakes became standard on V8 models this year. The
Camaro's popularity was soaring. Sales totals jumped significantly for , the best year yet for the
second generation, and were to improve even more dramatically as the decade progressed. The
engine no longer came with the 4-bolt main bearing engine block, forged crank, forged pistons,
big valve heads, and performance camshaft that had been part of the RPO Z28 Special
Performance Package, the engine that had been shared with the Corvette LT-1 and L82
top-performance engines from The LM1 engine was the most powerful Camaro engine and only
available in the Z28 model. The engine came with better tuned intake and exhaust, shared with
most all Chevy passenger cars. The cars were also available with a Borg-Warner Super T
4-speed manual transmission. This year the optional "Bumperettes" were offered for the LT
models front bumper only and were mandatory for all Camaro models sold in the state of
California. Output set a record for the second-generation Camaro, with , coupes produced. The
Camaro outsold Ford's Mustang for the first time ever. For the model year, the Camaro featured
a new body colored urethane front and rear bumpers. Z28s featured a non-functioning hood
scoop with outlining decal around the intake. The taillights were updated to include amber turn
signals. Sales topped all previous years with , units, of which 54, were the Z28 model. The Rally
Sport not badged RS as in previous years featured a standard two-tone paint treatment. Another
first for was T-Tops, although they were a regular production option on the Pontiac Firebird and
were introduced on the Pontiac Trans Am 10th Anniversary Limited Edition. The biggest
changes for were the introduction of the luxury-oriented Berlinetta model, replacing the Type
LT, and a restyled instrument panel with a much flatter appearance than the previous
wraparound design although the gauges themselves remained in the same places as before.
The base models, RS and Z28 remained, the Z28s now came with a front spoiler and fender
flares much like its Pontiac Trans Am twin had, and now came with "Z28" decals that ran from
the beginning of the front flares to the bottoms of the doors. Electric rear window defroster
became optional this year, replacing the old blower type. Sales for were the highest ever for any
generation Camaro before or since, numbering , units. Engine choices remained with the I6
standard in the base and RS models, with the 2bbl being an option and standard on the
Berlinetta. The Z28 hood included a rear-pointing raised scoop air induction with a solenoid
operated flap which opened at full throttle, allowing the engine to breathe cooler air. Z28s had
new optional grey 5-spoke rims later used on the â€” Chevrolet Monte Carlo SS , a unique upper
and lower front grill and smaller revised graphics on its doors. The side scoops were also
changed from a louvered design to a flatter one with a single opening. The model was nearly
unchanged from and would be the last model year for the second-generation Camaro. This
predecessor to modern engine control modules had an oxygen sensor, an electronically
controlled carburetor, a throttle position sensor, coolant sensors, a barometric pressure sensor,
a Manifold Absolute Pressure sensor MAP , and a check engine light on the dash. The

transmission was now equipped with a lockup torque converter, controlled by the CCC as well.
The CCC could also be used as a self-diagnostic tool. Canadian models, however, could still get
the and 4-speed combination, and were not equipped with a CCC. Canadian Camaros were thus
identical to US model. RS models were dropped this year, but the RS designation would
reappear in Total production had dropped down to , from a high of , in From Wikipedia, the free
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has media related to Chevrolet Camaro â€” Chevette South America. Chevy Malibu. Chevy II.
Biscayne Canada. Bel Air. Kingswood Estate. El Morocco. Personal luxury. Chevelle Laguna.
Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle. This pristine example comes in a
spotless white paint job complemented by a stunning red interior. Powering this iconic classic
is a ci motor mated to a crisp automatic transmission. This Camaro is originally a southern car
and is believed to have numbers matching motor and transmission. This vehicle comes to us
from a private collector. As such the vehicle was always properly maintained and stored. So, if
you're in the market for a stunning machine sure to impress, you'll be hard-pressed to find a
better bang for your buck anywhere. Please call or email us today for more information. The
second-generation Chevrolet Camaro was produced by Chevrolet from through the model
years. It was introduced in the spring of Build information for model was released to the
assembly plants in February of that same year. It was longer, lower, and wider than the
first-generation Camaro. A convertible body-type was no longer available. GM engineers have
said the second generation is much more of "A Driver's Car" than its predecessor. To see over
80 photos of this car, including undercarriage please visit our website We also welcome third
party inspections when necessary. Although we try to do our very best to be accurate in our
description writing we are human and do make mistakes. All sales final. Toggle navigation GR
Auto Gallery of metro detroit. Subscribe to our newsletter. Basic Year. Body Body Style. Interior
Interior Color. Engine Engine Type. Upload Photos Here Images. Receive News Letters. Thank
you for your interest! We'll get back to you soon! Last name. General Interior views. How do I
tell what interior I have, or had? I want to restore my interior - how do I do it? What is the
difference between the standard vs. What are the differences in door panels? What type of
speedometers were used? My speedometer squeeks. How do I fix it? My speedometer reads
wrong. How do I calibrate it? Why is my shifter on the steering column? Steering column
information tilt, etc What type of steering wheels were offered? What is the U14 Optional Guage
Package? What does a high red-line mean? Consoles: i. Will a console fit into my Camaro?
What type of seats were offered in the Camaro? Guage cluster panel styles - woodgrain info
How to replace the heater core. Q: How do I tell what interior I have, or had? A: You can tell what
interior was originally installed in your car by looking for a thin steel plate called the Fisher

Body trim tag and decoding the interior trim code. This tag is also known as a cowl tag among
other things. All yearly camaro information pages have the trim codes listed along with fabric
samples. See above: TR Q: I want to restore my interior - how do I do it? A: Click here to read
the online restoration guide. Also make use of the club message board interior restoration
topics forum. Q: What is the difference between the standard vs. A: Various interior levels were
offered in the Camaro over the years. The standard or base interior was automatically installed
in the car. It consisted of basic vinyl material and plain interior treatments. Optionally, the
customer could order the "custom", sometimes called "deluxe" which is a carry over from the
60's interior which usually included more plush seat cover material and various additional
packaged option treatments. These options usually included: additional interior lighting, sound
insulation, woodgrain appliques on the instrument cluster and door panels, or cloth door
panels, etc Some of these pieces were available as individual options like the woodgrain
instrument cluster could be ordered as an option without having to order the complete custom
interior. It's interesting to note that the mid's custom interior became the foundation for the
base interior of the 78 interior. The Type LT, or Berlinetta models usually had the custom
interior installed as base equipment. For specific information see the yearly camaro information
for the year camaro you wish to research. It will have a complete description of the interiors
available along with fabric samples, etc Q: What type of seats were offered in the Camaro? A:
Several styles of seats were offered in the Second Generation Camaro. In the seat was
redesigned which incorporated the headrest into the seat itself. These seats are called the
high-back seat. It has a rounded top. In intended for , with leather? It can be identified by the
"flat" top. Note, was the only year leather was even suggested as an available interior material.
Leather never made it into any delivered production cars. Notice the rear plastic backing is a
smaller solid panel, whereas on the 73 seat there is a square indentation on the seat. This
eliminates the use of this plastic backing piece. Also notice on the bottom of the seat, the early
style seat has the seat fabric stretched below it, while the style seat has a vinal foot cap creating
a cleaner look and offering more protection to the lower seat area. Seat Rails : Seat rails are
specific to the driver side and passenger side. If you mix the seat rails up, the seat adjuster
lever will be in the wrong spot, so it's not easy to screw up. It's usually obvious which rail is for
which side. As a general rule, - 74 seat rails interchange within this year car. In the passenger
floor was redesigned to accomodate the catalytic converter so the passenger seat rail was also
redesigned. I believe the seat rails for the custom seat are different than the standard seat, so
keep this in mind. Rear Seat: The rear seat is interchangable across all second generation
models. This gives the rear seat a "plush" or fuller look. In mid the rear seat used an injection
molded full foam insert inside the steel frame. Q: Guage cluster panel styles - woodgrain info A:
The standard instrument cluster guage bezel is black molded plastic. A fancier version will have
chrome accenting around the edges. An upgraded cluster bezel was also available which had a
woodgrain applique decal - glued over the black standard panel. This was usually included as
part of the interior accent group option. Q: What's up with the speedometers? Beginning in and
carried on to the top speed is Beginning in , the federal government figured if the speedometer
only went up to 85MPH, people wouldn't speed. A: Because your car was ordered without the
D55 console and it was equipped with an Automatic Transmission OR your car was originally
equipped with a Powerglide Transmission. Manual shifters were on the floor regardless of the
number of speeds or if the console was ordered. Q: Steering column information tilt, etc A: U14
is special instrumentation, it includes speedometer and tachometer, and smaller temperature,
ammeter voltmeter began in and clock gauges in main panel. Usually required V8 engine. The
standard "tell-tale" gauges comprises of a speedometer on the left, and a gas guage in the right
center. Click here to see a picture of a U14 gauge cluster high RPM style The gauges are driven
by a circuit board. U14 gauges use a different circuit board than the standard guages. To tell the
2 boards apart is easy U14 circuit boards will have provisions for the gauge sensors to screw
into the circuit board with round copper contacts where gauges would be placed. If you look at
the circuit board, the black plastic plugs are the lightbulb sockets. Q: What type of Tachometers
were offered, and what does a high red-line mean? A: Basically, a high redline tachometer
indicated the guage was originally intended for use in a high performance solid lifter engine.
The RPM tach was used exclusively in the - 72 Z28's and solid-lifter SS engines, with the
majority of regular tachs maxing out at rpm. Other combinations: Q: What type of steering
wheels were offered? It was identical to the 4 spoke design, but with a simulated rope texture
around the edges. From to the standard steering wheel could also have a woodgrain applique in
the center horn area if the custom interior was ordered. Starting in the steering wheel, column
and dash color are coded onto the trim tag. Insignia on steering wheel : In the Chevrolet Bow-tie
insignia was on the steering wheel. From to the standard model steering wheels had
"Chevrolet" on them. If the car was a Rally Sport a "RS" would be on the steering wheel. If the

car was a SS, the SS emblem would be on the wheel. Confusing eh? Hopefully I've elaborated
this well enough to avoid further confusion. If the car was a Z28, the chevrolet bow-tie emblem
would be used. The Type LT has a unique horn button insert. There wasn't a specific "Z28" horn
button insert until the Z28 became a specific model in Q: Consoles: i. A: The answer to the
question is "no". The - 72 console is a hard plastic assembly made up of several individual
components. It has seat belt holders built into the sides. It has 3 separate mounting brackets
which secure it to the floor. The - 81 console is a single thin molded plastic base covered by
vinal material. Both syle consoles have "change bins" in the front of them which is a recessed
area underneath the radio location. In this part of the console is closed off so it can enclose the
ECM computer. This is unique to Click here to see a typical console Click here to see a typical
Automatic Transmission console In addition to this, manual transmission consoles are different
than automatic consoles. The automatic console has the shifter location right in front of the
console lid, while the manual transmission console shifter position is further forward. This is
NOT the case on the consoles Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We
appreciate your patience and continued support. Product We now offer 8 x 1" chrome sheet
metal screws with integral washer. These screws were designed for use on many different
components including, interior pillar post moldings, kick panels, rear side panels, interior door
View Product Details. Each screw replicates the original in appearance and Correct
reproduction of the original style center console lid assembly designed for use on Camaro
models. This superb reproduction is manufactured to factory specifications and includes
correct grain vinyl material Correct reproduction of the original style center console lid
assembly designed for use on Camaros and Firebird models. This superb reproduction is
manufactured to factory specifications and includes correct Correct replacement console door
latch assembly for the often broken or missing original. Manufactured to correct dimensions in
injection molded ABS, For use on all Camaro and Firebird models with push-in Reproduction of
the original console cover plate designed for use on Camaro and Firebird models. Manufactured
in quaility injection-molded ABS to factory specifications. Features correct grain that matches
the Product K Correct original style console shift plate screws designed for use with Camaro
and Firebird models. Includes set of 4 screws used to mount the shift plate to the console. Each
black-oxide allen head screw will replace Reproduction of the original center floor console lid
bracket designed for use on Camaro models. Each bracket is manufactured in stamped steel to
original specifications. The bracket allows the console lid to Reproduction of the original heated
treated metal spring that allows the console door button to spring back after being pushed to
open. This spring is designed for use on Camaros and Pontiac Firebird models. Reproduction of
the original console mounting brackets for use with Camaro, and Firebird models. Each bracket
is manufactured in stamped steel that replicates the original in quality and design. These are
Reproduction of the original shift tunnel assembly designed for use on Camaro models with 3
or 4 speed manual trans and Firebird models with manual transmissions. This shift tunnel is
produced and manufactured Reproduction of the original console glove box that fits directly
into console area and provides space for storage. Includes the plastic top lid portion for easy
mounting of original or reproduction padded console lid. Slider which inserts directly over the
gearshift lever assembly and covers the area under the shifter. For models that have the center
console option. Replacing your console can be just the thing to return your interior to
showroom condition. All original console components can be removed from the existing Each
gearshift boot retainer plate is manufactured in stamped steel This clip was used to attach the
throttle valve control rod, throttle lever rod swivel, and the upper and lower Reproduction of the
original lower shift boot seal designed for use with Camaro and Firebird models with manual
transmissions. Each boot is manufactured in quality EPDM rubber replicating the original in
design, Close Notification. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All
Models. View As: Grid Detail. Exhaust Exhaust Manifold Hardware 7. General Information. If you
continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.
Facebook YouTube Instagram Twitter. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We
appreciate your patience and continued support. Classic Industries offers a wide selection of
Harnesses for your Chevrolet Camaro. Product A The All-in-One harness solution for the
Tremec T Magnum transmission comes equipped with all the connections pre-wired into one
harness for a simple installation and ease of use. The small epoxy sealed controller is View
Product Details. Product If you want to keep your under-dash area organized or you think that
you need to remove gauges from time to time then you need to install our universal gauge
harness. Made in USA Harness will connect to all major brand This set is designed to allow a
wide range of temperature adjustments for your electric fan. A bulb at the top of the capillary
tube is designed to probe or be attached to the top or hottest portion of the radiator. Product AL
Product TP Product SP SPAL wiring kits are a must-have when installing an electric fan.

Designed to safely integrate with OEM wiring harness. Feature a waterproof 40 amp relay,
stainless steel switch with optional switched override capability Product MF This set is
designed to allow a wide range of temperature adjustments for Champion or Challenger Series
electric fans. The ultra small fuse block can be mounted in any Reproduction "T" clip used on
various late model vehicles to secure the wiring harnesses within the engine compartment.
Correct hardware can make any This customizable harness may be just what you need. Wiring
harnesses just don? This compact harness has all the basic circuits to get you rolling in no
time. This 18 Circuit - 8 Fuse harness This set is designed to operate Champion or Challenger
Series electric fans according to water temperature. Product MX Power will American Autowire
Power Plus 13 universal wiring harness. This complete, integrated wiring system incorporates a
factory style pre-wired fuse box, GM steering column and ignition connections, headlight and
floor dimmer American Autowire Builder 19 wiring harness kits offer big power in a small panel!
Great for tight wiring spots in your custom car, truck or what ever vehicle you own, these
Builder 19 wiring harnesses incorporate a slim fuse Painless Performance high amp alternator
wiring kit. This includes a high amp inline fuse with protected fuse holder, all necessary ring
terminals, heat shrink, and a detailed set of diagrams and step by step instructions to Installing
air conditioning to your hot rod with dual electric cooling fans? Need cooling fan relays to
operate off a thermostatic switch and when your AC is on? Then this dual activation cooling fan
relay set by Painless Product AM Designed to help correct bouncy, or spiking tachometer
operation caused by points or noisy ignitions. Thanks to detailed instructions, color-coded and
labeled wire, and plug-n-play connectors, Pro Series is easy to install and simple to expand
Reproduction tie strap used on various late model GM vehicles to secure the wiring harnesses
within the engine compartment. A hot exhaust manifold can cause serious damage to your
electrical system and melt important wiring and hoses. If not properly fastened, the wiring
harnesses, and washer hoses could fall into an open area between the engine Reproduction
wiring harness retainer clip mounted on the firewall of a wide variety of GM vehicles from the 's
through the 's. This metal clip is sometimes welded, instead of bolted, to the firewall to hold the
main Product C. Product TF Add an under trunk or hood lamp to your classic with this universal
lamp set. Includes bracket, bulb, internal switch and wiring to install. This wiring kit will protect
your car's electrical system from the Product K A hot exhaust manifold can cause serious
damage to your electrical system. Product CA OE style reproduction wiring harness which is
used to provide power to the factory rear window defogger assembly. Manufactured using
correct color wiring and terminal ends. This OE style harness is one of two main harnesses
located in the engine compartment. It provides wiring for the main battery power lead,
headlights, parking lights, side marker lights, horn relay, alternator, Wiring a second generation
Camaro just got easier thanks to Painless! These 26 circuit wiring harnesses feature virtually
every connector pre-installed. Each harness is made up of three sections for ease of
installation. Correct replacement for the original console harness manufactured for models.
Each harness includes the correct original color and gauge wires. Made in USA. Reproduction
of the original dome lamp harness which was installed on all models. This is the correct power
feed harness which activates the fuel tank float sending unit located in the gas tank. This
harness is essential to get a correct reading. We recommend replacing this harness when
installing a new Bring your classic Camaro into the 21st Century with a complete wiring harness
update kit! This kit accommodates all the popular accessories you may desire including, AC,
custom gauges, HEI ignition, tilt steering columns, It provides wiring for the starter solenoid,
heater blower motor, coil, tachometer optional, windshield wiper motor, oil pressure warning
Reproduction courtesy lamp harness for models. Each harness is produced to exact factory
specifications and correctly duplicates the original schematics. This circuit kit includes most all
the power accessory circuits you have been looking to add to your vehicle. The versatility of
this harness will allow it to be easily adapted to almost any vehicle. This kit comes without This
universal harness will work on carbureted or any stand alone fuel injected engine with any type
The glove box courtesy light was originally an option on all Camaro models. If you are replacing
or installing a glove box lamp, you will need this harness. Includes correct orange color coated
wire, lamp socket Correct reproduction of the original clock harnesses for use w
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ith Camaro models. May be installed when replacing original wiring or when installing a factory
clock in a Camaro which was not originally equipped with OE style reproduction heater harness
assembly is just what you need for your 2nd generation Camaro especially during those cold
winter days! This harness will replace old non-working harnesses which can make driving

Correct replacement for the commonly broken or missing door jamb light switch harness for
Camaro models. Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes.
Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Wiring Harness "T" Clip, 1. Builder 19 Wiring
Harness - Universal Harness. High Amp Alternator Kit Amp. Universal Gauge Harness for
Electric Speedometer. Auto Meter Tachometer Signal Filter. When upgrading your distributor,
don't overlook this essential component. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you
continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

